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Wet Leisure Survey Results 2020

Welcome to the tenth year of the Wet Leisure Industry Survey.
2020 was a year like no other; unlike anything we have ever experienced and made so singularly unique
by something that arrived, in the most part, completely unexpectedly.
In fact, all our attention was elsewhere. In last year’s survey the introduction to the results began, ‘Looking
forward, Brexit remains as the biggest question mark on the horizon. Whether you see it as a problem or an
opportunity, it’s true to say that no one really knows what the affect might be.’
We have now left Europe, and it is still probably true to say that the effects of that remain uncertain, but
near the end of January, the first Coronavirus case crossed our borders and entered the UK.
From that moment on, COVID-19 defined the year; how we lived it and how our businesses fared in it.
In the present circumstances the Wet Leisure Survey is perhaps more important than ever. Everything that
affects our businesses, from customer behaviour, new trends and new challenges to the performance
of the economy as a whole and how we trade with rest of the world is constantly shifting. The boom in
ecommerce, the importance of the home as both sanctuary and workplace and the interruption of foreign
leisure travel; all these things and many more affect our industry and we need to be agile in our responses.
As the world changes, we need to change with it.
The Wet Leisure Survey should give us some of the information we need to plan ahead. Businesses can
make better decisions, they can prosper and our industry as a whole can grow.
This year the Wet Leisure Survey Results 2020 will be freely available for download at Golden Coast’s
website, www.goldenc.com, and this year’s report as well as all previous years can be viewed online or
downloaded from www.wetleisure.com.
Once again we would like to thank the BSPF, Swimming Pool News, ISPE, Swimming Pool Scene, Hot Tub
and Swim Spa Scene, SPATA, BISHTA and WhatSpa for their support. The most important contribution
however has come from the people who have responded to the survey. Without your answers to the
questionnaire none of this would be possible.
All the best,
Jamie Adams
Managing Director. Golden Coast
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What sort of businesses made up the survey sample?

The first section of the Wet Leisure Survey is designed to show what sort of businesses responded. These
responses also give a good overall picture of the industry itself.

Which region of the UK does your business operate from?

1%

3.8%

4.7%

12.3%
37.7%

15.1%

25.5%

South East
South West
Midlands
North
Scotland
Ireland
Wales

The number of respondents based in the South East and South West has grown this year at the expense of
Wales, the Midlands and particularly Scotland.
It has been suggested that the south of the country has weathered the economic storm of COVID-19 more
successfully than elsewhere and this may have been an influencing factor here.
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What sort of businesses made up the survey sample?

How many employees do you have in your business?

29.5%

52.4%
1-5
6 - 10
10 +
18.1%

Businesses of this size share one particular challenge that has been a common complaint over the years.

“Finding suitable staff for growth”
“Lack of skilled labour.”
“Staffing of skilled construction and maintenance personnel now social distancing limits one on
one training.”
Last year, even though the sector had grown significantly, we urged caution in drawing conclusions from a
single year’s figures but now perhaps we can say that the growth in larger businesses is here to stay.
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What sort of businesses made up the survey sample?

Which sectors of the wet leisure industry do you serve? Please check all that apply.
84.8%

79.0%

44.8%

12.4%

Pool

Spa

Sauna

Other

Pools and spas have taken it in turns to hold the top slot for the last four years. This year pools inch ahead
by 5%.

“With more people at home the pool became very important, mostly to keep the kids out of the
house.”
However it is surprising to see spas in the number two position as there was a great deal of talk during the
summer about explosive growth in the spa and hot tub market. Perhaps the picture will become clearer
when we examine it in more depth later in this report.

“COVID-19 has had a positive influence on our business. Stay at home Brits spending on the
home, pools and spas.”
Respondents active in the sauna sector grew to almost 45% while the ‘other’ tick box was dominated by
businesses who were installing steam, either steam rooms or steam showers.

‘Wellness suites and steam.”
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What sort of businesses made up the survey sample?

Are your customers and clients domestic, commercial or a mixture of both?

33.3%

63.8%

2.9%

Domestic
Commercial
A mixture of both

Looking back through the years of the Wet Leisure Survey we can see that serving a mixture of both the
domestic and commercial markets was a trend that took off in 2011/2012 and has stayed with the industry
ever since.
The increase was dramatic – from 21% to 61% in that one year – and is an example of how the Survey can
flag up changes in the market that become important trends
The factors that influenced Wet Leisure businesses to embrace work from both market sectors appears to
have been the beginnings of an up-swing in health spas and spa hotels – the popularity of saunas and spas
in holiday rental properties was still some way off – and an economy emerging slowly from a recession and
keen to take work wherever it was offered.
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What sort of businesses made up the survey sample?

What are the services that you offer your customers? Check all that apply.
89.4%

90.4%

77.9%

51.0%
34.6%
19.2%

Showroom Sales

Consumables

Installation

Services /
Repairs

Online /
Ecommerce

Importer /
Distributor

There is a dip in showroom sales this year. Is that an effect of the pandemic and lockdowns? Certainly the
considerable increase in ecommerce, from 25.5% to 34.6%, would reflect the growth in online sales that has
been seen throughout the economy.

“The purchasing decisions for the usual consumables - covers, chemicals and maintenance are switching to on-line. However, there are enough specialist elements to owning a pool that
allows businesses to persist with their shops.”
Installation and maintenance run neck and neck. As the stock of pools and spas in the country grows, the
opportunities for service contracts grow alongside them.
In summary.
The UK economy shrunk by roughly 11% in 2020 due to the impact of COVID-19, pushing the UK into its
deepest recession on record.
Leaving the EU, particularly the possibility of a ‘no deal Brexit’, grumbled on in the background but it was
the pandemic and it’s resultant lockdowns and restrictions that spiralled the country into a social and
economic crisis that wreaked havoc with firms and jobs.
There were of course other factors at play.
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Was 2020 a good year for the Wet Leisure Industry?

People who were forced to stay at home, had furlough income to spend and enjoyed exceptional weather
over the spring and summer; schools were closed, children were at home.

“With more people at home the pool became very important, mostly to keep the kids out of the
house.”
It was the sunniest May on record with 266 hours of sunshine and the hottest August in 17 years.

“If the sun shines then existing customers are more willing to invest in their pools. This year
wasn’t blistering hot, but good enough for existing owners to enjoy their pools and new people to
consider owning a pool.”
Travel restrictions meant that people found an alternative to holidaying abroad. 2020 was the year of the
staycation. The spa and hot tub sector in particular was well placed to make the most of the opportunities.
Above ground pools saw their best year ever recorded by the Wet Leisure Survey.

On the following scale, how did you find business conditions this year?
31.4%

34.3%

21.9%
3.8%

Extremely Difficult

8.6%

Difficult

OK

Good

Extremely Good

In 2020 over 34% of respondents reported having an Extremely Good business year; a significant increase
over 2019 when only 12% of respondents reported their year as being Extremely Good.

“Traditionally solar powered, our business was turbo charged by the effect of a period of
exceptionally good weather coinciding with a nation on furlough during lockdown.”
At its core, the wet leisure industry offers health and relaxation to our customers and there has perhaps
never been a time when those qualities have been more valued.

“As people have worked from home and have been more restricted in travel, they have looked to
invest in wet leisure. Enquiries and interest has never been so positive.”
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Was 2020 a good year for the Wet Leisure Industry?

What would you say were the things that had the biggest influence on your
business this year?
87.6%

45.7%

15.2%

The weather

The economy

16.2%

The internet

10.5%

Cash flow

5.7%

Brexit

COVID

The implications and repercussions of Brexit are still likely to have the largest impact on the UK economy
for many years to come and yet the pandemic is seen as having roughly fifteen times the effect on
businesses this year.

“Although sales were good, lockdown created its own problems. Having to isolate while waiting
for test results Suppliers closing. Staff on furlough. Basically we dealt with 4 x normal sales with
just 30% of the team.”
Certainly COVID-19 is a clear and present danger whereas the effects of Brexit are only now becoming
visible as trade occurs across our borders, both imports and exports.
Over the course of these surveys, the weather has generally been seen to have the biggest influence on
any given year and, as we have already noted, it has had a massive effect again. The weather combined
with the lockdowns powered the strong growth in 2020. If we had suffered from a dismal summer the
picture would have been very different.

“People being furloughed and the great weather meant the pools have been used considerably
more than I’ve know in the past 12 years. When Internet based companies run out of the basics,
people actually stared to call and use non internet pool suppliers and hopefully found we are
competitive with internet firms. Hope this trend continues.”
And then we come to the Internet. In most years, the Internet is seen as the enemy, undercutting price and
forcing dealers to shred their margins. The comments section usually has more than one mention of ‘cheap
Chinese imports’. This year produced an intriguing insight on those very imports.

“They are reducing lead-times so dealers can secure orders. China is eating into its lead-times
so ‘not bothered’ buyers will take that route. That said I note China pricing is increasing fast.”
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Was 2020 a good year for the Wet Leisure Industry?
In 2020 however, at just 16%, the Internet had just half the influence of previous years and not all of the
comments were negative.

“Because of COVID-19, Internet sales were up by approx. 400%, while retail was all but
lost because our shop was shut. So while margins were down, turnover increase more than
compensated.”

On the following scale, how do you expect conditions to be next year?
39.6%
27.4%
13.2%
16.0%

3.8%

Extremely Difficult

Difficult

OK

Good

Extremely Good

Each and every survey over the last ten years has shown that the industry expects next year to be pretty
much the same as the one that has gone before it. The graphs that show business conditions for one year
and business expectations of the following year are often well nigh identical.

“Last year’s weather was good so new pool sales are good this year!”
This year’s survey however has a marked difference. 34% of respondents experienced an Extremely Good
year in 2020 but only 16% expect that result to be repeated in the coming year.
The unique combination of a summer heat wave and furloughed workers is unlikely to be repeated.
As noted previously, the effects and business implications of Brexit are yet to make themselves clear but
changes in import, and export, tariffs will certainly have a serious impact on the wet leisure industry.
Where will we be in regards to COVID-19 is equally impossible to predict.
Across the board, the future is uncertain, and uncertainty is bad for business.

“There is a general sense of uncertainty. Much like during a recession.
“How will Brexit and COVID-19 restrictions upset procurement and site-works?’
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Was 2020 a good year for the Wet Leisure Industry?

During 2020, how many of the following products did you install?

87

9

In ground
pools
(outdoor)

3
In ground
pools
(indoor)

103

9

Above
ground

5
Spas
(distributed)

Spas
(retailed)

Swimspas
(distributed)

5
Swimspas
(retailed)

4

2

Saunas

Steam
rooms

It is important to bear in mind that the numbers of products sold are drawn solely from the survey
respondents and are not overall industry sales figures.
The survey figures show outdoor in-ground pools grow from 132 last year to 496 installations.
The number of spa sales the survey reports also supports the phenomena of a hot tub summer boom. Last
year the survey recorded 4,430 retail sales in this sector – which was in itself a bumper year - whereas this
year’s survey saw that number increase to 5,661.
When it comes to above ground pools, a recent BSPF members report suggested that there had been a
400 to 500% increase.
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Was 2020 a good year for the Wet Leisure Industry?

Would you describe most of those sales as being at the top-end of the market,
budget conscious or somewhere in between?
4.4%

33%

Top end
Middle
Budget

62.6%

With the sudden and impromptu fair-weather boom in regard to hot tubs and above ground pools it would
have come as no surprise if the budget sector had seen an increase in sales but it appears from the above
chart that budget conscious purchases have remained at about 4% of the market.

That’s good for the industry.
The remaining 96% of sales represent an opportunity to make a better margin and a quality product is more
likely to motivate further investment.

“At start of first lockdown it felt like people would buy anything at any price. We could not keep
up and could not get enough stock.”
“So many new customers for inflatable tubs and knock on sales later in the year once they got
the bug!”
Top end sales were most prevalent in the South East and South West. Other than the region they operated
in, the businesses making those sales conformed to survey norms.
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What trends do we see in the industry?

What marketing and advertising do you do for your business? Please check all that
apply.
80.4%
63.9%

38.1%
14.4%
14.4%

Social
media

Local
press

6.2%

Local
radio

15.5%

15.5%

Newsletters

Email

Website

Shows /
exhibitions

12.4%

Trade
press

Other

Social media continues its steady rise as a marketing tool, up another 4% on last year to its highest ever
level.
Websites are so much a ‘given’ in the modern world that it seems remarkable that the survey suggests that
20% of the businesses that responded do not, in fact, have one.
Just over half of the advertising and marketing that the respondent businesses undertake happens
offline. Local press and local radio, trade press, shows and exhibitions: these represent about 50% of
their marketing efforts and that’s not to mention ‘word of mouth’ which is by far the most popular form of
marketing not listed in the choices.

“We find word of mouth works better than any advertising. We are 90% sure of getting
the contracts through word of mouth, it does save lots of wasted time on enquiries through
advertising.”
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What trends do we see in the industry?

Which of these market trends are your customers following?

59.2%

They are looking
for eco-friendly
/ energy saving
products

61.2%
50%

They are looking
for products to
improve existing
installations

They are looking
for top end
luxury products

43.9%

They are looking
for budget
priced products

One of the purposes of the Wet Leisure Survey is not just to be a record of what has been but also to help
the industry focus on things that might be to come.
To that end, every year, we look for trends. The most obvious way we do that is shown in the graph above
but what we have seen here over the last few years – and quite clearly this year – is that energy saving
and eco-friendly products are no longer a trend, they are a core part of out buying decisions and lifestyle
choices.

“Chlorine free alternatives and air source heat pumps.”
We are driving our hybrid cars through windfarms full of turbines. Every purchase we make, from a kettle to
a house, comes with an energy rating although strangely spas, hot tubs, pools and saunas do not. Perhaps
it is time that we gave our customers the information they have come to expect from almost all other
industries?
The choice between luxury and economy is most often a question of the customer’s budget, of course.

“Joe Blogs is looking for mid-range. Those “with money” are going high end.”
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What trends do we see in the industry?

Another trend running through the survey is that customers are looking for bespoke design or at least the
possibility of making their installation unique to their own taste.

“Most choices are based on style and design and the industry is still slow to respond to this at
supply end.”
The idea of customers looking for something that can be a reflection of their own aesthetic is something
that applies across the whole wet leisure industry from bespoke saunas to retrofit products used to
customise and existing pool.

“Our clients are looking for elements of all four of the above options, but mainly a bespoke
design that fits with their budget and aspirations.”
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Breakdown by region.

South East.
Over 37% of respondents operate in the South East.
They are more likely to employ 10 or more people than the UK industry average. 43% reported an
Extremely Good year compared to the survey average of 34%.
The fact that the South East, contains London and the prosperous Home Counties certainly helps
businesses in the region. Almost half the spas installed last year were installed in the South East.

South West.
25.5% of respondents operate in the South West.
In previous years the region tended to be home to smaller businesses with 65% of respondents employing
5 staff or less. That has changed. Now, businesses employing five or less make up just 44% of the sample
and businesses with 10 or more employees have grown to almost 30%.
The strength of the hotel and tourism industry in the South West means that swimming pools – both
installation and service - and commercial business in general is higher than the survey average.
26% of the respondents from the South West enjoyed an Extremely Good year.

Midlands.
15% of respondents operate in the Midlands.
Sauna is popular in the Midlands with 60% of respondents offering sauna and steam as opposed to the
survey average of 44%.
None of the respondents from the region were involved in commercial contracts and the number of
businesses offering ecommerce was also lower than the UK average at 19%.
18% of businesses had a Difficult or Extremely Difficult year. COVID-19 has had a greater impact on the
economy in the Midlands than in the south of the country and this has had an affect on our industry as well.
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Breakdown by region.

North.
12% of respondents operate in the North.
Businesses reporting a Difficult or Extremely Difficult year are at a high of over 30% although many others
reported doing very well. It was the middle ground that dipped in the North, in this region it appears the
year was one of either famine or feast.
The North reported almost 42% of businesses being involved in online trading and ecommerce, well above
the survey average.
The average number of spa installations per respondent was check not include distrib170 in the North, well
above the UK average of 103. This is a continuation of the strong growth in hot tub sales that was seen
in the region last year however 46% of respondents expect next year to be difficult and a much higher
percentage of their customers - 63% - are looking for budget priced products than the UK average.

Scotland.
Unfortunately the low number of responses from Scotland makes any form of analysis unlikely to be
accurate or relevant.

Ireland.
4% of the survey respondents operate in Ireland.
They are smaller businesses working across the pool, spa and sauna sectors. Sauna has traditionally
been strong in Ireland and this year 75% of respondents from the region are offering sauna and steam
installations.
Commercial installations and ecommerce were reported as being more important than the survey average
and 75% of respondents recorded a year that was Good or Extremely Good. They expect next year to be
the same.

Wales.
5% of the survey respondents operate in Wales.
All the businesses operating in this region worked with a mixture of both domestic and commercial clients
with middle price spas showing the strongest growth. 80% of the regions respondents expect business
next year to be OK or better.
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In Conclusion.

2020 was a year like no other.
The COVID-19 pandemic spiralled from a public health issue to an economic crisis. In 12 months it went from
virus to vaccine leaving a trail of devastation in its wake both in the UK and globally. At the time of writing,
there have been more than 3 million cases in the UK leading to over 100,000 tragic fatalities.
Over that same period the UK moved to end 47 years of membership and leave the European Union almost
three and a half years after the referendum. The move marks the end of one form of uncertainty but just the
start of another. We avoided a ‘no deal Brexit’ but it still feels unclear as to what deals are actually in place.
Against this background 34% of the businesses that responded to the Wet Leisure Survey 2020 reported
that their business year had been Extremely Good; another 53% said that the year had been OK or Good.
The positive results sprang from a perfect storm of events. A surge in hot tub sales was driven by the warm
summer weather, families in lockdown at home and money saved on overseas holidays that they could no
longer take.
Looking ahead
Hopefully the information in this report has been of interest and we hope that you can use it to help
improve your business.
We would like to thank everyone who took part in this survey and encourage every member of our industry
to take part in the future so that an even more detailed and accurate picture of our industry may be drawn.
And we would like to wish you all the best for the year ahead.
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